ROBERT SEKULER ANDALLAN PANTLE 60/set, but declined to about 25/set during the first 15-20 sec. During the next 40 set it fell only slightly further. Motion was stopped 57 set after it had started and the impulse frequency dropped abruptly to zero-below the maintained level preceding the stimulus. During the following 05 min it climbed slowly back to the level of the initial maintained discharge" HILL, 1963, p. 1345) . It must be added that the same cell showed only maintained baseline activity when tested with motion in the opposite, non-preferred direction.
In addition to their possible role in MAE, cells like those described by Barlow and Hill may also be involved in a number of other, less well known consequences of prolonged viewing of motion. Using a stabilized retinal image technique for precise control of stimulus placement, SEKULER and GANZ (1963) found that inspection of uniformly moving contours affects differentially the luminance threshold for the detection of test contours as a function of the direction of the motion of the test contours. For example, after viewing a train of contours moving leftward for several seconds the threshold for contours moving in that same direction was substantially raised above the threshold for contours moving in the opposite direction. They argued that prolonged viewing of the stimulus train differentially fatigues cells which respond to that direction of visual motion, rendering them less sensitive when thresholds are measured. A similar threshold elevation is also obtainable under normal, non-stabilized viewing conditions (SEKULER and GANZ, 1963a) .
Studying another, related consequence of viewing motion, GOLDSTEIN (1957) found that with increasing viewing time apparent velocity decreased. Though apparent velocity was unchanged during brief observations (2-8 set), it declined with exposures ranging from 8-30 set and was nearly constant once again as exposure duration was extended to 60 sec. The time course of this change in apparent velocity is in good agreement with the course of adaptation in the Barlow and Hill cells described above.
Both the threshold elevation found by SEKULER and GANZ (1963) and MAE can be interpreted as consequences of a post-movement period of differential adaptation in motion analyzers. The decrease in phenomenal velocity of uniformly moving stimuli with prolonged observation time (GOLDSTEIN, 1957) may manifest the development of that differential adaptation.
We will present an outline of what may be considered a minimum research model of the sensory analyzers which give rise to MAE and the related phenomena described by GOLDSTEIN (1957) and SEKULER and GANZ (1963) . Experiments will then be described which have been performed to extend the basic model, making use of psychophysical data to delimit the characteristics of the physiological mechanisms responsible for generating such data.
OUTLINE OF A RESEARCH MODEL
1. There are analyzers in the mammalian system that respond to "preferred" directions of movement within their visual receptive fields. (HUBEL and WIESEL, 1962; BARLOW and Hill, 1963a) .
2. Within this population of motion analyzers different analyzers respond optimally at different velocities. (HUBEL and WIESEL, 1965) .
3. With continuous movement in the preferred direction through their receptive fields such analyzers first show increased activity, decreasing with further exposure, and remain constant at some duration thereafter. (BARLOW and HILL, 1963) .
4. Immediately following the cessation of this movement the affected movement analyzers show suppression of activity below the normal, baseline level. (BARLOW and HILL, 1963) . 5. The amount of suppression is a function of the motion analyzers' preceding activity level.
6. The time to recover baseline activity level is a function of the amount of suppression. 7. The duration of the MAE is a function of the time to recover baseline level. (Psychophysical linking hypothesis).
EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment was performed in order to develop and test the usefulness of a new technique for measuring the apparent velocity of the motion after-effect. Typically, the velocity of MAE has been measured by requiring the subject to "null" the velocity of the after-effect by adjusting the rate of movement of a comparison stimulus (CORDS and BRUECKE, 1907; TAYLOR, 1963). The comparison stimulus moves in a direction opposite to the direction of MAE. That real velocity which is judged to be just sufficient to cancel MAE is taken as a measure of MAE velocity. Since the nulling procedure requires the subject to view a moving comparison stimulus which may itself be capable of generating MAE, the measuring instrument itself influences the phenomenon being measured. In order to develop a less obtrusive measure, we have attempted to quantify MAE without the aid of a moving comparison stimulus and its associated undesirable influence.
METHOD
In all the experiments to be reported the target stimulus was a stiff white cardboard disc 38 cm in dia. Black drafting tape was used to position 32 equally spaced stripes on the disc extending radially, from center to periphery. The stripes had a center to center separation of 3-7 cm and each was O-32 cm wide. An aluminium collar mounted on the center of the disc fixed it to a motor. A Bodine motor and Heller speed control regulated the velocity with which the disc rotated. The range of available velocities was 15-45 rev/mm.
The disc was illuminated by a sharply focus& beam from a modified slide projector. The luminance of the disc, measured by a Spectra spot brightness meter, was 7.43 mL. Motor and disc were mounted on a frame at one end of a table. A chin rest was located at the other end. The bottom edge of the disc was at the subject's chin level when his head was fixed in the chin rest. The experimental chamber was dark except for the illuminated target. A homogeneous background was provided by a large panel painted flat black. The panel was mounted behind the target disc and had a luminance of 0.28 mL. A fixation light on the rear of the background panel was visible to the subject through a O-168 cm dia hole in the background panel, 25 cm above the disc center. Viewing was binocular over a distance of 115 cm. A programming system of timers, relays and switches was used for automatic presentation of the desired sequence of events for each trial.
PROCEDURE
The subjects were 10 undergraduates from introductory psychology courses at Northwestern. All subjects served in one practice and two test sessions, each lasting about 50 min. A session began with a six minute period of adaptation to the conditions of illumination in the experimental chamber. The method of magnitude estimation was used to measure apparent velocity (STEVENS, 1962) . During the practice session the subject gave a single estimate for each of 6 different velocities of disc rotation. A standard velocity, 8.25 rev/min, was designated as "10." The subject was instructed to assign a number to the subjective velocity on each trial such that the ratio of the assigned number to the number "10" was equal to the ratio of the subjective velocity for the trial to the standard velocity. Velocities of l-50, 2. 50, 5.25, 13.75, 20.50, and 31 .00 rev/min were used as stimuli in a randomized order of presentation.
In the test sessions the sequence of events for an individual trial was the following. Upon a signal from the experimenter, the subject positioned his head upon the chin rest and pressed a button to illuminate the fixation point and start the disc to rotate in a clockwise direction. After a preset inspection period, the rotation stopped and the fixation light extinguished. Coincidentally, an interval timer and a clock were activated. After a predetermined interval the timer generated a tactual stimulation of the subject's finger. At the tactual stimulus the subject estimated the MAE velocity currently being observed. The clock continued to run until the subject pressed a button signalling that he no longer saw MAE. This clock, then, measured MAE duration.
For the magnitude estimates of MAE velocity the standard was that velocity of MAE which the subject perceived 3 set after the cessation of a 45 set exposure to inducing motion of 1lW rev/min. This velocity of MAE was designated "10" and was presented twice at the start of each test session. Inspection duration was held constant at 45 set, and a single inspection velocity, 1140 rev/min, was used throughout the experiment. The subject was required to give estimates of MAE velocity at 6 different delays following the cessation of the inspection motion. Only one delay interval was used per trial and the magnitude estimate was made either 1, 2, 4, 5,8, or 13 set after the end of the inspection period. Each of these six delays was used three times in each of the two experimental sessions according to a random order.
RESULTS
The median magnitude estimate of MAE velocity for each subject and delay interval was found and entered in a Friedman analysis of variance by ranks. This analysis revealed a highly significant effect of delay interval upon MAE velocity (p <OXiOl). The group medians were then obtained and are plotted for each delay interval in Fig evident that MAE velocity is a negatively accelerated decreasing function of delay interval. In addition to the measure of MAE velocity on each trial in this experiment, a measure of MAE duration was also obtained. It was not anticipated that on any trial MAE duration would be influenced by the delay interval for the report of MAE velocity on that trial.
A test of the presumed independence of the two measures was made by ranking median MAE durations for each subject and delay interval in a Friedman analysis of variance which showed that delay interval had a highly significant effect upon MAE duration (p <O-001). The means of the median durations for the 1, 2,4, 5, 8, and 13 second delays were 10-4, 11.6, 13.8, 13.2, 15.2, and 14-l respectively. In general, when the subject was required to estimate MAE velocity soon after the inspection period, MAE duration on that trial was somewhat reduced. The cause of the interaction between the two measures, velocity and duration, is not clear at present. Despite this interaction it does seem that the magnitude estimation procedure may be used to obtain a less obtrusive measure of MAE velocity than previously possible.
EXPERIMENT 2
While the research model proposed earlier asserts a particular link between MAE duration and rate of recovery from suppression, it makes no corresponding assertion of a correlate for the velocity of MAE. Of the plausible mechanisms which may control MAE velocity two general classes of mechanism will be outlined here and an attempt made to choose between them on the basis of data to be collected in Experiment 2.
Alternative one. Consider a population of motion analyzers all of which are responsive to a common preferred direction of motion. Within this population there are groups of analyzers, each group characterized by that stimulus velocity to which its members respond maximally. It may be that the outputs of these groups are segregated and analyzed separately by higher order units which then compare the outputs from each of the velocity groups. In such a system MAE may be a function of which of the velocity groups had been maximally stimulated by the particular velocity of inspection motion used. According to this view, after inspection motion of lO"/sec the characteristic resultant MAE velocity is controlled by the fact that analyzers maximally responsive to lO"/sec are now more suppressed than are analyzers whose maximum response is produced by any other velocity. Differences between MAE velocities produced by different inspection velocities depend only upon which of the velocity defined groups of analyzers had been most affected during the inspection period. A system of this class requires segregation of information according to the directional preferences of the active units as well as the velocity response characteristics of those analyzers.
Alternative tn'o. Another possibility is that MAE velocity is a function of the total amount of suppression for all analyzers having a particular common preferred direction, without regard to the velocity responsivity of the analyzers contributing to this total amount of suppression. This alternative is the more economical because it does not require the segregation of information coming from the motion analyzers according to the velocity characteristics of the analyzers.
One way of choosing between these alternative mechanisms for the coding of velocity is to examine the influence of inspection duration upon MAE velocity. If, as in the first class of alternatives described above, MAE velocity were determined by the group of velocity-tuned analyzers which exhibited most suppression after the inspection motion ceased, MAE ought to be independent of the inspection duration.
With a constant inspection velocity, most suppression should be shown by those analyzers whose optima lie closest to that velocity, regardless of changes in other parameters of the inspection stimulus. If MAE velocity varied systematically with inspection duration, it would seem less likely that MAE velocity reflected only which group of velocity tuned analyzers had been most affected by the inspection motion. TAYLOR (1963) , using the obtrusive, nulling procedure, measured MAE velocity under several different combinations of inspection velocity and duration. Because of the difficulty of his nulling procedure, he did not obtain estimates of MAE velocity until 8-10 set after the cessation of the inspection motion. Since the data of Experiment 1 indicate that within eight seconds of the termination of the inspection motion MAE is decaying quite rapidly, a sensitive test of the influence of any independent variable upon MAE velocity requires that MAE velocity be measured quite soon after the inspection period. The present experiment will use the method of magnitude estimation to measure MAE velocity.
In the first experiment it was found that when the subject was required to estimate MAE velocity soon after the inducing period, the duration of MAE on that trial was somewhat reduced as compared to trials on which estimates were made later. Since the delay interval in the present experiment will be held constant, the measurement of MAE velocity should not differentially affect the MAE durations obtained under each of the experimental conditions.
In the second experiment, a magnitude estimate of MAE velocity was always called for 2 set after the inspection motion had ceased. Inspection durations of both 17 and 60 set were used in combination with inspection velocities of 2.5, 11 *O, or 20.5 rev/min. During each of the two test sessions, the subject made three judgments of MAE duration and velocity for each of the 6 combinations of inspection velocity and duration. The order of presentation of the conditions was randomized with the restriction that each of the six conditions be presented before beginning a new sequence of six trials. The standard for the magnitude estimates was that velocity of MAE seen 2 set after the cessation of a 45 set presentation of inspection motion of 11.0 rev/min. This apparent velocity, designated "100," was presented twice at the start of each experimental session. The subjects were ten undergraduates, none of whom had served in Experiment 1.
RESULTS
The median of magnitude estimates of MAE velocity for each subject and combination of inspection duration and velocity was found. A separate Friedman analysis was performed for data from each of the two inspection durations. MAE velocity was significantly affected by inspection velocity under the longer of the inspection durations (p ~0.05) and somewhat less with the shorter duration of inspection (O-05 <p ~0.10). Group medians for each combination of levels of the two independent variables are shown in Fig. 2A . For both durations of inspection, MAE velocity is a decreasing function of inspection velocity. Moreover, for any given inspection velocity the longer duration of inspection motion produces the greater velocity of MAE.
Friedman analyses were done on the MAE duration data using the median duration for each subject and combination of conditions. There was a significant difference among MAE durations as a function of inspection velocity for the 60 set inspection duration conditions (p ~0.05) but not for the 17 set inspection conditions (p > 0.10). Group means of the medians are plotted in Fig. 28 for both durations of inspection period. MAE duration is a decreasing function of inspection velocity and, within any given velocity condition, the longer duration of inspection produces longer lasting MAE?+ than does the shorter inspection duration. It is clear from the resemblance between the curves for MAE duration and MAE velocity ( Fig. 2~ and 28 ) that these two measures covary closely at least over the range of conditions explored here. There is a trading relationship between the effects of the independent variables, since two different combinations of velocity and duration of inspection, when appropriately chosen, can produce the same value of MAE velocity and duration. For example, an inspection velocity of 2090 rev/mm, when viewed for 60 set, produces approximately the same MAE as does viewing motion of 2.50 revlmin for only 17 sec. Unfo~unately, an insu~cient number of combinations and values has been tested to permit a more formal mathematical statement of this trading relationship.
The data from Experiment 2 support a choice between the alternative mechanisms for coding velocity which were outlined above. Under the first alternative, the observation that MAE velocity is a function of inspection velocity reflects the fact that each of the inspection velocities maximally stimulates a characteristic group of direction sensitive analyzers. Under the second alternative, MAE velocity reflects the total amount of suppression for all analyzers responsive to the inspection direction without regard to the particular velocity sensitivities and optima of the contributing analyzers. Since, in Experiment 2, MAE velocity varied not only with inspection velocity but also with inspection duration, the first of the alternative mechanisms would seem inadequate. The second, more likely alternative, implies that higher order units, accepting inputs from the motion sensitive analyzers do not preserve (or perhaps do not receive) information as to the velocity sensitivity characteristics of those analyzers from which the inputs come.
EXPERIMENT 3
The model predicates that the characteristics of MAE reflect the imbalance in activity induced in direction sensitive analyzers during the inspection period. But a given imbalance in activity may be caused by a large difference in the activity of a few cells or by a small difference in the activity of many cells. Experiment 3 was performed to clarify this question.
PANTLE
We may ask whether it is possible to alter the characteristics of MAE simply by changing only the number of analyzers which contribute to that MAE. One way in which the number of affected analyzers could be manipulated would be by changing the size of the inspection field. FREUD (1964) performed such a manipulation and found, as one might expect from the present model, that as the angular subtense of a rotating stimulus decreased, the duration of the movement after-effect was shortened. His demonstration cannot be accepted unequivocally since other results on the same question have been contradictory (GRANIT, 1928; MCKENZIE and HARTMAN, 1961) , and Freud's own work confounded a change in the subtense of the spiral with a change in stimulus angular velocity. A clearer test of the relevant proposition of the model is needed. SPIGEL (1962) has shown that the duration of MAE may be greatly extended by interpolating a period of darkness between the end of the inspection period and the beginning of the test period. If a subject, under a particular set of inspection conditions, normally gives a MAE duration of 15 set when tested immediately after the inspection period, he may still show a MAE duration of nearly 8 set when a 15-set period of darkness has been interpolated between inspection and test for MAE. This suggests that after an inspection period only those analyzers in whose receptive fields there is appreciable luminance contribute to the MAE seen against that illuminated test area. After MAE has been generated by movement in a given area of the visual field, it may be possible to illuminate either that same area or only some portion of it. MAE can then be measured with different proportions of the analyzers affected during inspection contributing to the after-effect in the test period. This procedure was tried in Experiment 3.
The apparatus already described was modified slightly with the addition of two fixation lights identical to that previously described. The new lights were positioned 7 cm (2"46') and 14 cm (5"32') to the right of the original light which was in the subject's mid-sagittal plane. At any given time only one of the three fixation lights was on. There were three conditions of inspection locus, depending upon which fixation light was illuminated during inspection. The rotating disc was seen while fixation was in the mid-sagittal plane, or 2"46' or 5"32' to its right. During the test period fixation was either in the mid-sagittal plane or 5"32' to its right, defining two conditions of test locus. These combinations of inspection and test fixation loci mean that at the end of inspection, when the disc rotation stopped, fixation was either maintained at the locus required during the inspection or was shifted by some amount, either 2%' or 5"32'. The calculus permits an estimate, for each of the three amounts of post-inspection shift of fixation, of the extent of overlap between the areas of the visual field occupied by the disc in the inspection and test periods. For post-inspection shifts of O", 2"46', and 5"32' the extent of overlap is 100, 75, and 54 per cent respectively.
Each combination of two test fixation loci and three amounts of shift between inspection and test fixation was studied with three different durations of inspection motion-17, 60, or 90 set-for a total of 18 conditions. Each subject made one judgment of MAE duration and velocity for each of the 18 conditions during each of three experimental sessions. The standard for the magnitude estimates of MAE velocity was the velocity of MAE seen 2 set after the cessation of a 45 set exposure of the disc moving at 1140 rev/min. This MAE velocity was designated '100' and was presented twice at the start of each test session. During experimental trials stimulus velocity was I l-00 rev/min and the magnitude estimate of velocity of MAE was always signalled for at 2 set after the end of the inspection period. The subjects were 11 undergraduates.
RESULTS
In order to determine the effect of test locus, central or peripheral, the median magnitude estimates of MAE velocity and MAE durations for individual subjects for each of the 18 conditions were calculated. Differences between the nine pairs of central vs. peripheral test loci for both MAE duration and velocity were treated with a sign test. Using the normal approximation to the binomial distribution, it was found that MAE observed under peripheral fixation condition had higher apparent velocity (z=5-16, ptO*001) and were of longer duration (z=4-02, p<O-001) than MAE observed under central fixation.
The group medians of MAE velocity and duration were obtained for each combination of inspection duration and shift of fixation and were plotted separately for central and peripheral test conditions. There were no obvious systematic interactions between the test locus and either duration of inspection or the amount by which fixation was shifted after inspection. Since the effect of peripheral vs. central test locus was not of prime concern, the scores from the two test loci were combined for the purposes of further analysis.
For both magnitude estimates of MAE velocity and the measures of MAE duration, medians for individual subjects were ranked and entered into Friedman analyses. Tests were made, for each of the inspection durations, on the differences among MAE's with different fixation shifts between inspection and test periods. Tests were also performed, for each of the three amounts of shift from inspection to test fixation, on the differences among MAE's with different inspection durations. All of the differences were significant at the O-01 level except for the difference in MAE duration as a function of inspection duration with the 5"32' shift in fixation. This single difference was significant at the O-05 level. The group curves plotted in Figs. 3a and 3~ show that for all shifts in fixation, both MAE velocity and duration increase with increasing inspection duration. In addition, for all durations of inspection, MAE velocity and duration decrease as the discrepancy between the inspection fixation point and the test fixation point grows.
As in Experiment 2 the two dependent variables covary with changes in inspection conditions. Figs. 3~ and 39 also give evidence of a new form of trading relationship. It will be recalled that Experiment 2 suggested that a given constant level of MAE could be achieved by interchanging inspection duration and inspection velocity. Experiment 3 suggests that different combinations of amount of fixation shift and duration of inspection can result in the same level of MAE. For example, an inspection period of 17 set followed by no shift in fixation yields approximately the same MAE as does an inspection period of 60 see followed by a 2"46' shift in hation. The effect of shifting fixation between inspection and test periods has been interpreted as altering the proportions of affected motion analyzers which contribute to MAE. This interpretation is supported by the reports of several subjects in Experiment 3 who volunteered the following observation. When there was a large shift of fixation between inspection and test periods these subjects waited until the MAE had dissipated, pushed the button signalling its end, and then shifted their gaze back to the original, inspectionperiod fixation. When their gaze was on the fixation point used in the inspection period, they were once again able to see MAE even though they had previously found, under conditions of altered fixation, that it had disappeared. Taken together with Spigel's work on the effect of an interpolated dark period on MAE duration, these reports suggest that those motion analyzers which were affected during the inspection period and which, because of the large shift in fixation, fell outside the illuminated test area did not contribute appreciably to MAE and its decay.
DISCUSSION
What has the interplay between model and data indicated thus far? Experiment 2 suggested that MAE is determined by the total amount of suppression shown by cells with the inspection direction as their preferred direction. Whatever the system monitoring this total suppression, it seems to operate with little regard for the velocity responsive characteristics of the suppressed cells. Experiment 3 suggests that changes in MAE are mediated both by the number of affected motion analyzers contributing to MAE, as when fixation is shifted between inspection and test periods, and by the extent to which each of the analyzers had been affected by the inspection motion, as when the duration of inspection motion is varied.
Stimulus velocity in the present experiments have been described in terms of RPM rather than in angular velocity because of possible ambiguity about the part of our disc which, for the purposes of visual angle specification, ought to be treated as the effective stimulus. Earlier work on the duration of MAE as a function of stimulus angular velocity showed that duration first increases then decreases with increasing stimulus angular velocity. Scorr and NOLAND (1965) recently collated data from several investigators who agree that the optimum stimulus angular velocity for producing MAE is in the neighborhood of 2-3" of visual angle/set. Both MAE velocity and duration seem to reach a maximum with stimulus angular velocity of approximately those values. If, for the sake of comparison, it is assumed that the effective portion of our rotating disc may be represented as that part which lay closest to the fixation point, simple geometry shows that the three velocity values used in Experiment 2 were 2"28', 10"45', and 20"02'/sec. In close agreement with the data from Experiment 2, GRANIT (1928) , KINOSHITA (1909) and SEKULER and GANZ (1963) found MAE duration to be a decreasing function of stimulus angular velocity over a similar range. Presumably, had slower velocities been used, it would have been possible to demonstrate, as did earlier studies, that MAE increases over the slower part of the stimulus velocity continuum, reaches a maximum at or about 2_4p/sec, and declines thereafter.
The results of Experiments 2 and 3 taken together permit an interpretation of the curvilinear function which relates MAE to stimulus angular velocity. The variation in MAE with stimulus angular velocity may be taken to reflect the distribution of motion analyzers over different ranges of optimal velocity. In other words, the fact that MAE is usually greater at 3"/sec inspection velocity than at 2O"/sec may be taken as an indication that probably more analyzers are affected by a stimulus moving at 3"/sec than by one moving at 20"/sec. Although we did not explore the entire range of relevant stimulus velocities, our data, considered with the supporting data of SEKULBB and GANZ (1963) , KINOSHITA (1909) and GRANIT (1928) , suggest that in the human visual system the number of motion analyzers responding at various velocities first increases with stimulus velocity, reaches a peak somewhere between 2 and 4'/sec, and drops off with further increases in stimulus velocity.
The model has provided a satisfactory framework for interpreting the effect of varying the spatial overlap between inspection and test areas in Experiment 3. With inspection and test field size held constant the greater the area1 overlap between the two fields the greater the number of inspection-affected analyzers which enter into the imbalance between fatigued and non-fatigued motion analyzers and which contribute to the signalling of motion in the direction opposite to that of the inspection motion.
Comparing the ordinate scales in Figs. 2~ and 3B it is obvious that mean duration of MAE obtained in Experiment 3 was substantially greater than that in Experiment 2. This difference is most likely attributable to the fact that in Experiment 2 the fixation light extinguished at the end of the inspection period. Though subjects were instructed to maintain their fixation, it is entirely possible that some shift of fixation occurred during the test period. The results of Experiment 3 on the effect of overlap between test and inspection areas suggest that even a relatively small shift of fixation in Experiment 2 could have reduced the MAE duration to the extent found.
Several of the working assumptions of the model are in principle untestable at the behavioral level because they are not tied directly to behavioral, dependent variables by means of psycho-physical linking hypotheses. Some of these assumptions are worth examining by means of the appropriate electrophysiological experiment. For example, nothing is yet known about the relationship between the depth of suppression shown by motion sensitive cells and their preceding level of activity. In addition, we might with some profit explore the relationship between the time taken by suppressed motion sensitive cells to recover baseline and the depth of that suppression.
Despite the likelihood that many of the details of the model will be shown to be incorrect, it may still prove useful in the integration of both electrophysiological and psychophysical research into the response to visual motion.
Ahsfra&-Electrophysiological studies of the visual system have demonstrated the existence of cells which are sensitive to the direction in which a contour moves through the visual field. A research model, incorporating elements (analyzers) analagous to motion sensitive cells, is developed in an attempt to elucidate the processes underlying the perception of movement. Differential adaptation of selected motion analyzers can be produced and the consequences studied using the motion aftereffect as an index of adaptation.
Data from these psychophysical experiments are used to delimit the characteristics of the analyzer mechanisms responsible for generating such data.
ResllmeLes
etudes Clectrophysiologiques du syst&me visuel demontrent l'existence de cellules sensibles a la direction dans laquelle un contour se. dCplace dans le champ visuel. Un mod& de recherche, comprenant des tl6ments (analyseurs) analogues aux cellules sensibles au mouvement, est budi6 pour tenter d'tlucider les processus qui interviennent dans la perception de mouvement. On peut produire une adaptation differentielle en choisissant les analyseurs de mouvement et etudier les cons6quences en employant le mouvement constiutif comme index d'adaptation.
On emploie les don&s des exp&iences psychophysiques pour d&limiter les caract&istiques des m&anismes analyseurs qui produisent ces r&ultats. 
